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Kitchens

Availability of some featured products may vary.

Please check IKEA.sa for more details.

ENKÖPING
drawer front, W60×H40cm 
See more info on page 48.

SR 120/ea

32/ea

ikeaproduct:505.166.85


Read more about IKEA services 
at IKEA.sa

Follow your own recipe
Joyous dinner parties with lots of friends or a quiet corner for a 

relaxing cup of hot brew? Free up time for the things that matter in 

your life. With an organised and pleasant-looking kitchen, you can 

streamline everyday routines to suit your way of living.

Your wishes and dreams, your available space and what style and 

colour you like – many things affect your choice. Lucky then, that 

there is such a wide range to choose from and a solution for every 

taste and price tag. And if you need help to get started or move 

forward, you can benefit from a range of practical services.

Feeling inspired?

Check out IKEA.sa 

for more ideas!

What's on the menu?

Our kitchens

Start your journey here
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Creativity with ready-made combinations
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Our kitchens Find the way to your 
dream kitchenWhether you are looking for the kitchen of your 

dreams that fits perfectly into your home or a 

more basic version that is easier to purchase and 

faster to install – there is one for every taste and 

price tag. Check out our different kitchens to find 

the one that suits your needs the best. Find more 

details at IKEA.sa

Make the path to your new kitchen as smooth as possible. We have the 

tools that you need to get started (and finish it, too). Just follow the 

steps below to ensure that your buying process goes well. For more in-

formation about our different kitchens and services, talk to our kitchen 

experts in your local IKEA store or visit us at IKEA.sa. 

METOD for endless possibilities

If you want a customisable kitchen that uses your space 

optimally and has a wide selection of fronts in many styles 

and colours, as well as interior organisers for perfect 

organisation on the inside, the METOD kitchen system is 

your choice. It requires attention to detail when it comes to 

measuring and planning, but the reward is a kitchen that 

has precisely the functions and look you desire.

KNOXHULT for basic needs

When a basic kitchen is all you need and you don't feel like 

making tons of decisions along the way, our KNOXHULT 

kitchen units offer you a complete kitchen without the frills. 

Just add a sink, a tap, appliances and knobs or handles. 

ENHET for creative simplicity

Explore the possibilities of open and closed storage 

while spending less time on planning, shopping and 

installing. Choose one of our many ready-made ENHET 

kitchens as is, or fine-tune it online with the Kitchen 

configurator.

SUNNERSTA 
mini-kitchen

If you want a kitchen that 

fits into a smaller space, 

SUNNERSTA is there to 

help you out. And if you 

move, this affordable 

and easily assembled 

unit can go with you.

Planning & interior design

If you need support with a basic plan-

ning or a complete interior design solu-

tion, discuss your ideas with our team of 

design professionals. We'll help you nail 

them down in detail. 

Find your style
It’s time to dream a little, consider your needs and decide what you want from your kitchen. 

Check out this brochure, our buying guides, visit IKEA.sa or your local IKEA store for more 

information on the highly customisable METOD, the ready-made ENHET kitchens that you 

can tweak in the Kitchen configurator, or a simpler KNOXHULT or SUNNERSTA kitchen.

Measure
The measurements will form the foundation of your planning. To see what to measure, pick 

up a copy of the planning guide at your local IKEA store or download it at IKEA.sa 

Make sure that your selected kitchen fits your space and invest a little extra time if you have 

chosen a completely optimised METOD kitchen or a ready-made ENHET solution. Contact 

our kitchen experts in your local IKEA store if you have any questions. 

Plan
Planning your kitchen is when your dreams and ideas take shape. Use our online Kitchen 

planner tool to start planning your kitchen at IKEA.sa. The Kitchen planner is your guide to 

a METOD kitchen and the Kitchen configurator will help you arrange your ENHET solutions 

in the best way. If KNOXHULT is your choice, you can check out all available units online. 

And if you're in need of a professional, we're here to help. 

Order
When you're satisfied with your kitchen plan, ordering your kitchen is easy. Our kitchen 

experts can provide an installation price quote (if available for your installation address) as 

well as help arrange delivery of your kitchen. Some IKEA locations carry the complete range 

of kitchens in their stores so it's possible for you to take it home yourself. Contact your local 

store to check for availability. ENHET, KNOXHULT and SUNNERSTA can be ordered directly 

online, but contact our kitchen experts in your local store if you have any questions.

Install
IKEA kitchens are designed to be installed by you, but we're here to offer as much help 

as you need. You can start by picking up the Installation guide from the store which gives 

step-by-step instructions on how to install your kitchen. Visit IKEA.sa to learn more about 

our installation service.

Kitchen planning

Put your creativity to work! Our easy-to-

use online planning tools help you make 

your kitchen dream come true. Check 

them out at IKEA.sa

See more information on how to shop 

our different kitchen systems and our 

service offer at IKEA.sa



Customised harmony
Feel right at home in a kitchen tailored to your needs – the flexible  
METOD kitchen system offers almost endless storage and style 
opportunities.

The METOD kitchen system
has a 25-year guarantee.

 1 HULTARP rail SR 25 You can free up space on your worktop by hanging  
accessories on the rail. Powder coated steel. Designer: Ebba Strandmark. L60cm. 

Black 004.487.69

 2 HULTARP hook SR 12 /5 pack. Combines with other accessories in the HULTARP 
series. Powder coated steel. Designer: Ebba Strandmark. H7cm. Black 104.444.45

 3 EDSVIK dual-control kitchen mixer tap SR 329 Water and energy saving aerator 

(5.7 l/min.) for high-pressure systems included. Chrome-plated brass. H32cm. 
Chrome-plated504.940.04 

 4 HAVSEN inset sink, 1 bowl SR 640 Fits cabinet frames min. 60 cm wide. Ceramics. 

W53×H20cm. White 392.537.13

 5 SKRUVSHULT knob SR 15 /2 pack. Clear laqcuered zink. Designer: Hanna Grann 
Dalrot. Ø18mm Anthracite 805.074.82

 6 ENKÖPING door SR 130/ea To be completed with a knob or a handle. Foil finish. 

W40×H80cm. Brown/walnut effect405.165.82

HULTARP
rail

SR 25/ea

1

HAVSEN
inset sink, 1 bowl

SR 640/ea

4

ENKÖPING
door, W40×H80cm

SR 130/ea

6

2

3 5

6 METOD/ENKÖPING METOD/ENKÖPING 7

ikeaproduct:004.487.69
ikeaproduct:104.444.45
ikeaproduct:000.318.41
ikeaproduct:392.537.13
ikeaproduct:805.074.82
ikeaproduct:405.165.82


8 METOD/ENKÖPING METOD/ENKÖPING 9

Stay organised, save space
Prepare for busy breakfasts and messy meals with classic-looking 
ENKÖPING fronts, featuring a surface that is resistant to moisture and 
easy to clean.

  METOD kitchen with ENKÖPING white wood 
effect doors, drawer fronts, glass doors and 
MAXIMERA soft-closing drawers SR 18300 METOD 
cabinet frames in white melamine foil. ENKÖPING 
doors/drawer fronts in foil finish and glass doors 
in tempered glass. MAXIMERA drawers in pow-
der coated steel and melamine foil. Styled with 
SKRUVSHULT anthracite handles and knobs in 
clear laqcuered zinc and EKBACKEN white marble 
effect laminate worktop.

 1 SMAKSAK microwave combi with forced air 
SR 3999 Output power microwave: 1000W. 
W59.4×D56.7, H45.5cm.Stainless steel 604.586.75

 2 SMAKSAK forced air oven SR 2699 W59.4×D56.7, 
H58.9cm.Stainless steel 804.430.70

 3 UTRUSTA pull-out work surface SR 199 A hidden 
work surface that is easy to pull out when you 
need it, and slide it back once you’re done. Powder 
coated steel and melamine foil. W56.4×D55.5cm 
005.105.77

 4 RÅSKOG trolley SR 215 The trolley is easy to adapt 
to suit what you want to store in it because the 
middle shelf is adjustable. Powder coated steel. 
Designer: Nike Karlsson. L35×W45, H78cm. Black 
903.339.76

METOD/ENKÖPING kitchen 
What’s included in the price, see page 48.

SR 
18300

Appliances sold separately 
 
For more information or additional services, 
see page 64.

UTRUSTA
pull-out work surface

SR 199/ea

3

RÅSKOG
trolley

SR 215/ea

4
2 SMAKSAK

forced air oven

SR 2699/ea

1

Place the UTRUSTA pull-out shelf on 
the top drawer to create a little extra 
workspace.

Approx measurements only.

31
0

 c
m

120
 cm

210 cm

ikeaproduct:204.117.60
ikeaproduct:304.116.89
ikeaproduct:005.105.77
ikeaproduct:903.339.76


10 METOD/VOXTORP METOD/VOXTORP 11

  METOD kitchen with VOXTORP dark grey doors, 

drawer fronts and MAXIMERA soft-closing draw-

ers SR 17700 METOD cabinet frames in white mela-

mine foil. VOXTORP doors/drawer fronts in foil 

finish. MAXIMERA drawers in powder coated steel 

and melamine foil. Styled with EKBACKEN dark 

grey marble effect laminate worktop.

 1 METOD/VOXTORP wall cabinet with shelves  

SR 515 You can choose to mount the 

door on the right or left side. Foil finish. 

ParticleboardW40.0×D39.1, H80.0cm. White/dark 

grey  593.784.63

 2 DALFRED bar stool SR 279 You can adjust the 

height as you like. Suitable for bar heights  

between 90 and 110 cm. Painted solid wood. 

Designer: Sarah Fager. Seat Ø30, H63–74cm. Black 

601.556.02

1 METOD
wall cabinet with shelves

SR 515/ea

2 DALFRED
bar stool

SR 279/ea

Delivery

Whether you’re shopping in 

store or online, and no matter 

how big the purchase, we’ll do 

the heavy lifting and bring it 

to your preferred location.

A place for everything 
and everything in its 
place
It's just so much easier to chill when all things are where they're  

supposed to be. Find calmness in a kitchen with clean VOXTORP fronts. 

The smooth surface and integrated handles create a minimalistic and 

polished look.

Approx measurements only.

3
5

0
 cm

400 cm

METOD/VOXTORP kitchen 

What’s included in the price, see page 48. 

SR 
17700

Appliances sold separately 

 

For more information or additional services, 

see page 64.

ikeaproduct:593.784.63
ikeaproduct:601.556.02


12 METOD/VOXTORP METOD/VOXTORP 13

Ready, steady, relax
Time to realise all your good ideas to create the kitchen that you want 

– use the flexible METOD cabinets to plan a space where you can put 
your laptop, let some walls stay empty for an airier feel and make sure 
that the insides of drawers and cabinets are as orderly as the outsides.

 1 KULINARISK wall mounted extractor hood  

SR 2999 Extraction rate in exhausting mode:  

380 m³/h. Noise level at max. exhaust speed:  

59 dB (A). Motor power 270W. Designer: Brickstad/

Palleschitz/Petersén. W89.8×D46.0cm.  

Stainless steel/glass  304.432.04

 2 KULINARISK microwave combi with forced air  

SR 2995 Designer: Brickstad/Palleschitz/Petersén. 

W59.4×D56.7, H45.5cm. 604.432.31

 3 KULINARISK forced air oven w pyrolytic funct 

SR 3995 W59.4×D56.7, H58.9cm. Stainless steel 

904.430.55

 4 TOLLSJÖN kitchen mixer tap/handspray SR 1099 

Washing and rinsing are easier thanks to the  

detachable handspray. Water and energy  

saving aerator (5.7 l/min.) for high-pressure  

systems included. Metallized brass.  

Designer: Brickstad/Palleschitz/Petersén.  

H46cm. Black polished metal Black/polished metal 

604.938.67 

 5 NORRSJÖN colander SR 175 Thanks to the  

protective anti-slip rubber edges, the colander 

stays in place and does not scratch your sink or 

worktop. Stainless steel and rubber. Designer: 

Marcus Arvonen. L42×W19, H9cm.  

Stainless steel 003.397.13

 6 IKEA 365+ mug SR 10 Coaster is sold separately. 

Feldspar porcelain. Feldspar porcelainDesigner: 

Preutz/Wihlborg/Braasch/Karlsson. 24cl.  

White 202.829.42

TOLLSJÖN
kitchen mixer tap/handspray

SR 1099/ea

4

IKEA 365+

mug (coaster is  
sold separately)

SR 10/ea

6

KULINARISK
wall mounted extractor hood

SR 2999/ea

1
3 KULINARISK

forced air oven w pyrolytic funct

SR 3995/ea

2

5

ikeaproduct:304.432.04
ikeaproduct:604.432.31
ikeaproduct:904.430.55
ikeaproduct:203.416.92
ikeaproduct:003.397.13
ikeaproduct:202.829.42


14 METOD/VOXTORP METOD/VOXTORP 15

Create inner peace
Organise, sort, stack and declutter. The UPPDATERA series includes a 

variety of inside organisers to keep your drawers impeccable.

 1 UPPDATERA cutlery tray SR 99 Dimensioned for  

60 cm wide drawers. For drawers in other sizes, 

combine different-sized organisers to create 

a suitable solution. Clear lacquered bamboo. 

Designer: S Fager/F Cayouette. W51.6×D49.5, 

H5.6cm. Light bamboo 704.331.04

 2 UPPDATERA spice rack SR 19 Polypropylene  

plastic. Designer: S Fager/F Cayouette. 

W16.2×D48.0, H1.6cm. Anthracite 304.599.78

 3 UPPDATERA knife rack SR 19 Polypropylene plas-

tic. Designer: S Fager/F Cayouette. W16.8×D48,0, 

H4.3cm. Anthracite 804.332.07

 4 UPPDATERA plate holder SR 39 Powder coated 

galvanised steel and plastic. Designer: S Fager/F 

Cayouette. W22.4-29.9×H14.5cm.  

Anthracite 704.861.78

 5 UPPDATERA plate holder SR 49 Powder coated 

galvanised steel and plastic. Designer: S Fager/F 

Cayouette. W26.4-36.9×H14.6cm.  

Anthracite 504.861.79

 6 UPPDATERA pegboard drawer organiser SR 70 

 32 adjustable pegs make it easy to customise 

drawers according to contents, such as plates, 

pots, lids or food containers. ABS plastic and  

synthetic rubber Designer: S Fager/F Cayouette. 

W67.5×D50, H13.2cm. Anthracite 004.600.11

An UPPDATERA plate holder  

protects your tableware from  

broken edges, so they stay  

nice-looking for many years.  

You can also easily carry all plates 

to the table in one go.

UPPDATERA
cutlery tray

SR 99/ea

1

UPPDATERA
plate holder

SR 39/ea

4

2 UPPDATERA
spice rack

SR 19/ea

6 UPPDATERA
pegboard drawer organiser

SR 70/ea

3

5

The adjustable pegs of the UPPDATERA peg-

board drawer organiser keep utensils from 

moving around and getting disorganised.

ikeaproduct:704.331.04
ikeaproduct:304.599.78
ikeaproduct:804.332.07
ikeaproduct:704.861.78
ikeaproduct:504.861.79
ikeaproduct:004.600.11


Approx measurements only.

240
 cm

160 cm

METOD/ASKERSUND kitchen 
What’s included in the price, see page 48.

SR 
18150

Appliances sold separately 
 
For more information or additional services, 
see page 64.

Nourishing your body 
and mind
Enjoy life in an inviting atmosphere, from the pleasant moment when 
you are having your first cup of coffee or tea, to the wildest evening 

party with all your friends. With well-planned cabinet insides you can 
bring calm to chaos, while bright ASKERSUND fronts act as your (at 
least somewhat) orderly backdrop.

  METOD kitchen with ASKERSUND light ash effect 
doors, drawer fronts and MAXIMERA soft-closing 
drawers SR 18150 METOD cabinet frames in white 
melamine foil. ASKERSUND doors/drawer fronts in 
melamine foil finish. MAXIMERA drawers in pow-
der coated steel and melamine foil. Styled with 
BORGHAMN black handles in powder coated steel 
and SÄLJAN light grey mineral effect laminate 
worktop.

 1 BUNKEFLO pendant lamp SR 149 Clear lacquered 
solid birch and powder coated steel. Designer: 
Mårten Cyrén. Ø36cm. White/birch 604.883.90

 2 ASKERSUND door SR 105/ea To be completed 
with a knob or a handle. Melamine foil finish. 
W40×H80cm. Light ash effect 303.318.57

Assembly
All of our products are 
designed to be assembled 
by you, but we're more 
than happy to help put it all 
together, too.

1

16 METOD/ASKERSUND METOD/ASKERSUND 17

ASKERSUND
door, W40×H80cm

SR 105/ea

2

ikeaproduct:604.883.90
ikeaproduct:303.318.57


18 Chapter Chapter 19

 1 METOD/ASKERSUND hc w p-o func 1dr/4drw  

SR 1925 MAXIMERA drawer is a smooth-running, 

full-extension drawer with built-in dampers so 

that it closes slowly, softly and quietly. To be com-

pleted with a knob or a handle. Melamine foil 

finish. Particleboard, Polypropylene plastic, Foil, 

Melamine foil, Foil, Melamine foil W40.0×D61.6, 

H208.0cm. White/light ash effect 094.595.22

 2 DALFRED bar stool SR 279/ea You can adjust 

the height as you like. Suitable for bar heights 

between 90 and 110 cm. Painted solid wood. 

Designer: Sarah Fager. Seat Ø50, H63–74cm. Black 

601.556.02

 3 MITTLED LED kitchen worktop lighting strip  

SR 169/ea It’s easy to soften the light in your kitch-

en when you dine or socialise because this work-

top lighting is dimmable. Built-in LED light source. 

Aluminium. AluminiumL60cm. Dimmable/white 

604.732.18 

 4 DELSJÖN kitchen mixer tap SR 499 A tool is  

included that makes it easy to install the mixer tap 

in place. Zinc, Metallized H36cm. Pewter effect 

404.894.61 

 5 UPPDATERA cutlery tray SR 69 The compartments 

can be made bigger by removing one or more of 

the smaller dividers. Dimensioned for 40 cm wide 

drawers. For drawers in other sizes, combine dif-

ferent-sized organisers to create a suitable solu-

tion. Clear lacquered bamboo. Designer: S Fager/F 

Cayouette. W31.6×D49.5, H5.6cm.  

Light bamboo 404.599.73

 6 BORGHAMN handle SR 40 /2 pack. Screws in-

cluded. Powder coated steel. Designer: Mikael 

Axelsson. Hole spacing 160mm. 203.160.46

A simple blend of beauty and function
Create your own pantry with an UTRUSTA pull-out assembly kit that al-

lows you to connect drawers to a high cabinet door. With this solution, 

you will know exactly what you have at home (and what needs to be 

added to your shopping list). A MITTLED LED lighting strip illuminates 

your worktop, making it more comfortable to rinse vegetables or do 

the washing-up.

Get inspired! By choosing slightly shorter 

doors you can easily get some extra open 

shelves in your METOD cabinets.

METOD
hc w p-o func 1dr/4drw

SR 1925/ea

1

DELSJÖN
kitchen mixer tap

SR 499/ea

4

2 DALFRED
bar stool

SR 279/ea

3

5

6

ikeaproduct:094.251.98
ikeaproduct:601.556.02
ikeaproduct:803.596.17
ikeaproduct:404.599.73
ikeaproduct:203.160.46
ikeaproduct:604.887.81


Approx measurements only.

280 cm

280 cm

METOD/New KALLARP/HASSLARP kitchen 
What’s included in the price, see page 48.

SR 
20250

Appliances sold separately 
 
For more information or additional services, 
see page 64.

Bring in the energy
Moving from one activity to another is just a normal day for you. A multi-
functional kitchen supports your endeavour to live a wholesome life even 
when things get busy, from cooking and eating to hanging out with the 
ones you hold dear. High-gloss KALLARP fronts combined with patterned 
HASSLARP doors accentuate your dynamic way of living (remember, you can 
mix and match fronts almost any way you like). 

  METOD kitchen with New KALLARP high-gloss 
light grey-blue doors, drawer fronts, HASSLARP 
brown patterned doors, MAXIMERA soft-clos-
ing drawers, VADHOLMA open storage and wine 
shelves SR 20250 METOD cabinet frames in white 
melamine foil. KALLARP doors/drawer fronts in 
high-gloss foil finish. HASSLARP doors in clear lac-
quered poplar veneer. MAXIMERA drawers in pow-
der coated steel and melamine foil. VADHOLMA 
open storage and wine shelves in stained, clear 
lacquered ash veneer and foil finish. Styled 
with BAGGANÄS handles in stainless steel and 
EKBACKEN brown walnut effect laminate worktop.

 1 DELSJÖN kitchen mixer tap SR 499 Water and en-
ergy saving aerator (5.7 l/min.) for high-pressure 
systems included. Zinc, Metallized H36cm. Pewter 
effect Pewter effect 404.894.61 

 2 New KALLARP drawer front SR 95/ea To be com-
pleted with knobs or handles. High-gloss foil 
finish. W40×H40cm. High-gloss/light grey-blue 
705.201.58

Planning and consultation
Even on big projects, the little 
things matter. Discuss your 
ideas with our team of design 
professionals and we'll help 
nail them down in detail.

1 DELSJÖN
kitchen mixer tap

SR 499/ea

KALLARP
drawer front, W40×H40cm

SR 95/ea

2

New

20 METOD/KALLARP/HASSLARP METOD/KALLARP/HASSLARP 21

ikeaproduct:604.887.81
ikeaproduct:705.201.58


 1 UTRUSTA pull-out larder SR 1995 6 door baskets 

and 6 cabinet baskets create generous stor-

age space with a great overview. Powder coated 

steel.W55.4×D56.3, H168.0cm. 505.153.46

 2 BEJUBLAD induction hob SR 2299 Pause. Left 

front: 21x19 cm – 2100W, booster 3000W. Left rear: 

21x19cm – 2100W, booster 3000W. Right rear: 

20 cm - 2300W, booster 3000W. W58.0×D52.0, 

H5.8cm. Black 504.678.21

 3 NISSAFORS trolley SR 115 The sturdy construction 

and four castors make it easy for you to move the 

trolley and use it wherever you like. It even fits in 

tight spaces because of its small size. Powder coat-

ed steel. Designer: Ebba Strandmark. L50.5×W30, 

H83cm. Black 203.997.77

 4 GRÅVAL junior chair SR 550 You can easily change 

the height of the chair as your child grows or 

adapt it to different tables since the seat can be 

fixed in 3 different height positions. Clear  

lacquered solid birch and birch veneer. Designer: 

David Wahl. W55×D55, H84cm. 504.103.54

Your kitchen, according to you

Support your routines with clever functionality. A cabinet with a pull-

out larder offers a complete overview, encouraging you to use the food 

items you have at home and minimise waste, and a NISSAFORS trolley, 

with a designated place between cabinets, can be pulled out whenever 

you need it. 

GRÅVAL
junior chair

SR 550/ea

4

1 UTRUSTA
pull-out larder

SR 1995/ea

22 METOD/KALLARP/HASSLARP METOD/KALLARP/HASSLARP 23

3

2 BEJUBLAD
induction hob

SR 2299/ea

Go for energy efficient, fast and 

precise cooking with the BEJUBLAD 

induction hob. If you have larger pots, 

you can connect two cooking zones 

into one large.

ikeaproduct:505.153.46
ikeaproduct:004.678.14
ikeaproduct:203.997.77
ikeaproduct:504.103.54


Approx measurements only.

180 cm

420 cm

METOD/VEDDINGE kitchen 
What’s included in the price, see page 48.

SR 11500
Appliances sold separately 
 
For more information or additional services, 
see page 64.

Effortlessly inviting
If your days are busy, you will cherish the peaceful vibes that come with 
smooth VEDDINGE fronts. Spacious cabinets keep your kitchen utensils 
organised and hidden from view when you’re ready to serve the meal.

  METOD kitchen with VEDDINGE white doors, 
drawer fronts and MAXIMERA soft-closing draw-
ers SR 11500 METOD cabinet frames in white mela-
mine foil. VEDDINGE doors/drawer fronts in paint-
ed finish. MAXIMERA drawers in powder coated 
steel and melamine foil. Styled with ÖSTERNÄS 
tanned leather handles and EKBACKEN light grey 
concrete effect laminate worktop.

 1 SMAKSAK microwave combi with forced air 
SR 3999 Output power microwave: 1000W. 
H45.5cm.Stainless steel 604.586.75

 2 SMAKSAK forced air oven SR 2699. 
H58.9cm.Stainless steel 804.430.70

 3 ÄLMAREN kitchen mixer tap SR 399 To be mount-
ed in a 35 mm hole in a max. 50 mm thick sink/
worktop. Metallized brass. Designer: Brickstad/
Palleschitz/Petersén. H36cm.  
Stainless steel colour 304.940.00 

ÄLMAREN

kitchen mixer tap

SR 399/ea

3

SMAKSAK

forced air oven

SR 2699/ea

2

1

24 METOD/VEDDINGE/KUNGSFORS METOD/VEDDINGE/KUNGSFORS 25

ikeaproduct:804.430.70
ikeaproduct:604.586.75
ikeaproduct:004.551.61


26 METOD/VEDDINGE/KUNGSFORS METOD/VEDDINGE/KUNGSFORS 27

 1 KUNGSFORS suspension rail with shelf/wll grid  

SR  946 Stained, lacquered ash veneer and  

stainless steel. Designer: Ehlén Johansson. 

Stainless steel/ash 193.084.05

 2 KUNGSFORS susp rail w shelf/mgnt knife rack 

SR 614 You can switch the places of the various 

shelves to suit your storage needs. Stained,  

lacquered ash veneer and stainless steel. 

Designer: Ehlén Johansson. W64×D32, H80cm. 

Stainless steel/ash 392.543.26

 3 RISATORP basket SR 49 Powder coated steel 

and layer-glued birch veneer. Designer: Wiebke 

Braasch. L25×W26, H18cm. White 902.816.18

 4 VARIERA box SR 39 Easy to clean, with soft round-

ed corners. Combine with VARIERA boxes in other 

sizes and with other products in the VARIERA se-

ries. Plastic. PET plastic Designer: Marcus Arvonen. 

W33.5×D24, H14.5cm. White 701.772.55

 5 FÖRHÖJA kitchen trolley SR 849 Gives you extra 

storage in your kitchen.  Solid birch. Designer: 

Nike Karlsson. L100×W43, H90cm. 800.359.20

Keep an open mind
Give your space the flair of a real restaurant kitchen and easy access to 
your most frequently used items with KUNGSFORS wall accessories.  

A flexible FÖRHÖJA trolley adds some extra space for preparing food 
and can be wheeled to wherever you need it at the moment.

FÖRHÖJA
kitchen trolley

SR 849/ea

5

KUNGSFORS
susp rail w shelf/mgnt knife rack

SR 614/ea

2

RISATORP
basket

SR 49/ea

3

4

1

ikeaproduct:193.084.05
ikeaproduct:392.543.26
ikeaproduct:902.816.18
ikeaproduct:701.772.55
ikeaproduct:800.359.20


Conscious choices for 
your chosen lifestyle
Dream up your own kitchen with a modern yet timeless elegance – the 

SINARP fronts have a lot of character, bringing a feeling of warmth 

to your space. The combination of high quality and a large portion of 

appealing ambience will immediately turn this room into the heart of 

your home.
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Approx measurements only.
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310 cm

METOD/SINARP kitchen 

What’s included in the price, see page 48. 

SR 
24350

Appliances sold separately 

 

For more information or additional services, 

see page 64.

  METOD kitchen with SINARP brown doors, drawer 

fronts and MAXIMERA soft-closing drawers  

SR 24350 METOD cabinet frames in white mela-

mine foil. SINARP doors/drawer fronts in stained, 

clear lacquered oak veneer. MAXIMERA drawers 

in powder coated steel and melamine foil. Styled 

with NYDALA handles and knobs in bronze-col-

oured powder coated zinc and EKBACKEN white 

marble effect laminate worktop.

 1 SINARP drawer front SR 200/ea To be completed 

with a knob or a handle. Stained, clear lacquered 

oak veneer. W60×H40cm. Brown 504.041.69

1 SINARP
drawer front, W60×H40cm

SR 200/ea

ikeaproduct:504.041.69
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Quality to the finish

Refinement is in the details. A sink made of quartz composite is  
extremely durable and its natural colour variations create a unique 
look. And by combining METOD cabinets into a personal piece of  
furniture, you can take the dark wood tones of SINARP from your 
kitchen into the dining area.

 1 SINARP door SR 200/ea Stained, clear lacquered 
oak veneer. W40×H60cm. Brown 904.041.53

 2 TÄMNAREN kitchen mixer tap w sensor SR 1599 
Connection hoses with 1/2” connection includ-

ed. Connection length: 50 cm. Metallized brass. 
Designer: Brickstad/Palleschitz/Petersén. H31cm. 
Stainless steel colour 004.938.70 

 3 KILSVIKEN inset sink, 1 bowl SR 1220 Fits cabi-
net frames min. 60 cm wide. Quartz sand, Acrylic 
plasticW56×D46cm. Grey/beige/quartz composite 

093.370.26
 4 MITTLED LED ktchn drawer lighting w sen-

sor SR 99 The light switches on and off auto-

matically when you open or close the drawer so 
no energy is wasted. Built-in LED light source. 
AluminiumL36cm. Dimmable/white 104.732.11 

Allowing for hygienic and practical handling, 
the sensor on the TÄMNAREN kitchen mixer 
tap lets you turn the water on and off with a 
slight hand movement.

The solid wood edge of the 
SINARP front gives the kitchen  
a crafted look and feel. 

SINARP

door, W40×H60cm

SR 200/ea

1

3

4

TÄMNAREN

kitchen mixer tap w sensor

SR 1599

2

ikeaproduct:904.041.53
ikeaproduct:903.594.95
ikeaproduct:093.370.26
ikeaproduct:304.635.17
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Check out our different series 
of appliances at ikea.sa.

 1 KULINARISK microwave combi with forced 

air SR 3999 Output power microwave: 1000W. 

W59.4�D56.7, H45.5cm. Designer: Brickstad/

Palleschitz/Petersén. 904.592.30

 2 KULINARISK forced air oven w pyrolytic funct 

SR 3995 W59.4×D56.7, H58.9cm. Stainless steel 

904.430.55

 3 UNDERVERK built-in extractor hood SR 1595 

Extraction rate in exhausting mode: 630 m³/h. 

Noise level at max. exhaust speed: 64 dB (A). 

Motor power: 250W. W59.9�D35.8, H24.5cm. 

Stainless steel 804.432.11

 4 MATMÄSSIG induction hob SR 1349 Hob with 

induction cooking zones: Right front: 14.5 cm – 

1400W. Left front: 21 cm – 2300W, booster 3200W. 

Left rear: 18 cm – 1800W. Right rear: 18 cm - 1800W, 

booster 2500W. W59.0×D52.0cm. Black 504.672.51

Hide the powerful built-in   

extractor hood UNDERVERK in  

a cabinet for a uniform look. 

1 KULINARISK

microwave combi with forced air

SR 3999/ea

4 MATMÄSSIG

induction hob

SR 1349/ea

3

2

Your most reliable 
assistants
Featuring innovative functionality and a design that perfectly blends into your 
home, these high-quality kitchen appliances help make your household  
routines easier and more inspiring (while saving both time and energy).

ikeaproduct:504.672.51
ikeaproduct:703.891.39
ikeaproduct:204.168.14
ikeaproduct:904.430.55
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 1 DELSJÖN kitchen mixer tap SR 499 Water and energy saving aerator (5.7 l/

min.) for high-pressure systems included. Zinc, Metallized H36cm. Pewter effect 

Pewter effect404.894.61 

 2 VOXTORP door SR 125/ea Foil finish. Designer: H Preutz/W Braasch. 

W40×H40cm. Dark grey 204.540.90

 3 FRÖJERED drawer front SR 90/ea Clear lacquered bamboo. Designer: Maja 

Ganszyniec. W40×H20cm. Light bamboo 504.416.47

 4 INSJÖN kitchen mixer tap w sensor SR 1799 Water and energy saving aerator 

(8 l/min.) for high-pressure systems included. Chrome-plated brass. Designer: 

Brickstad/Palleschitz/Petersén. H40cm. Chrome-plated404.938.73 

 5 STENSUND drawer front SR 260/ea To be completed with knobs or handles. 

Painted finish. W60×H20cm. Beige 004.531.95

 6 GAMLESJÖN dual-control kitchen mixer tap SR 799 A tool is included that makes 

it easy to install the mixer tap in place. Metallized brass. Designer: Brickstad/

Palleschitz/Petersén. H36cm  Brushed black metal 704.938.76  

 7 LERHYTTAN drawer front SR 230/ea To be completed with knobs or handles. 

Stained, clear lacquered solid ash and ash veneer. Designer: Francis Cayouette. 

W60×H40cm. Black stained 903.560.72

 8 JÄRSTA door SR 185/ea High-gloss foil finish. W60×H60cm. High-gloss/light  

turquoise 904.699.84

 9 TÄMNAREN kitchen mixer tap w sensor SR 1599 Water and energy saving aera-

tor (8 l/min.) for high-pressure systems included. Metallized brass. Designer: 

Brickstad/Palleschitz/Petersén. H31cm. Stainless steel colour004.938.70 

 10 RINGHULT drawer front SR 105/ea To be completed with knobs or handles. High-

gloss foil finish. W60×H40cm. High-gloss/white 302.051.04

Let's make it 
personal
Enjoy a unique kitchen that is yours in every detail – the 

combination of colours, patterns and materials has a 

major visual impact on the result.

Check out our wide range of kitchen styles. 

Play around with your ideas until you find the 

mix that suits you best.

JÄRSTA
door, W60×H60cm

SR 185/ea

8

STENSUND
drawer front, W60×H20cm

SR 260/ea

5

7 LERHYTTAN
drawer front, W60×H40cm

SR 230/ea

3 FRÖJERED
drawer front, W40×H20cm

SR 90/ea

4

9

10

2

1

Planning and consultation

Even on big projects, the little 

things matter. Discuss your 

ideas with our team of design 

professionals and we'll help 

nail them down in detail.

6

ikeaproduct:604.887.81
ikeaproduct:204.540.90
ikeaproduct:504.416.47
ikeaproduct:303.419.03
ikeaproduct:004.531.95
ikeaproduct:203.416.73
ikeaproduct:903.560.72
ikeaproduct:904.699.84
ikeaproduct:903.594.95
ikeaproduct:302.051.04
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METOD/BODBYN kitchen 

What’s included in the price, see page 48.

SR 
25500

Appliances sold separately 

 

For more information or additional services, 

see page 64.

Streamlined 
sophistication
Create a delightful oasis that is both personal and welcoming even if 

space is limited, using the flexible METOD kitchen system. BODBYN 
fronts with bevelled panels, combined with glass doors, give your 

home a country house feeling.

  METOD kitchen with BODBYN grey doors, drawer 

fronts, glass doors, MAXIMERA soft-closing draw-
ers, TORNVIKEN open cabinet and boxes SR 25500 
METOD cabinet frames in white melamine foil. 

BODBYN doors/drawer fronts in painted finish 
and glass doors in tempered glass. MAXIMERA 
drawers in powder coated steel and melamine foil. 

TORNVIKEN open cabinet and boxes in painted fin-
ish. Styled with ENERYDA cup handles and knobs 
in chrome-plated aluminium and SÄLJAN black 
mineral effect laminate worktop.

 1 SMAKSAK forced air oven SR 2699 W59.4×D56.7, 
H58.9cm. Stainless steel 804.430.70

 2 BEKVÄM kitchen trolley SR 425 Provides mobile 
extra storage, utility and work space.  

Solid birch. L58×W50, H85cm. Birch 302.403.48

BEKVÄM
kitchen trolley

SR 425/ea

2

1 SMAKSAK
forced air oven

SR 2699/ea
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ikeaproduct:302.403.48
ikeaproduct:804.430.70


 1 SÄLJAN worktop SR 550 High-pressure melamine 

laminate. L246×D63.5cm. 3.8cm thick.  

Black/mineral effect/laminate 702.022.12

 2 HULTARP hook SR 12 /5 pack. Combines with 

other accessories in the HULTARP series. Powder 

coated steel. Designer: Ebba Strandmark. H7cm. 

Black 104.444.45

 3 HULTARP container SR 35/ea Powder coated steel 

and plastic. Designer: Ebba Strandmark. W14×D16, 

H12cm. Black 304.444.54

 4 TORNVIKEN box SR 110/ea Fits into TORNVIKEN 

open cabinet. It’s easy to see and reach the con-

tent, since the box can be fully pulled out. Painted 

finish. Designer: Ebba Strandmark. W16×D34, 

H15cm. Grey 003.589.66 

Your dream kitchen is within reach

Get exactly the style and storage that you want. A shallow cabinet fits 

perfectly in a tight corner, allowing you to use every inch of your kitch-

en area. A HULTARP rail with hooks and a container, and a TORNVIKEN 

open cabinet with drawers, are both practical and eye-catching addi-

tions to the interior.

TORNVIKEN

box

SR 110/ea

4

3 HULTARP

container

SR 35/ea

1 SÄLJAN

worktop

SR 550/ea

2
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ikeaproduct:702.022.12
ikeaproduct:104.444.45
ikeaproduct:304.444.54
ikeaproduct:003.589.66
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 1 MITTLED LED spotlight SR 79/ea Built-in LED light 

source. Acrylic plastic. Polycarbonate/ABS plastic 

Ø83, H11mm Dimmable/white 004.732.16 

 2 UTRUSTA drawer front, low SR 30 Painted fin-

ish. Fibreboard, Acrylic paintW55.5×H8cm. White 

402.046.51

 3 BODBYN glass door SR 310/ea To be completed 

with a knob or a handle. Painted finish and tem-

pered glass. W40×H80cm. Grey 702.210.60

 4 BODBYN drawer front SR 155/ea To be com-

pleted with knobs or handles. Painted finish. 

W60×H40cm. Grey 802.210.50

With a smaller drawer inside the drawer 

you can avoid clutter and always find 

what you need.

BODBYN

glass door, W40×H80cm

SR 310/ea

3

1 MITTLED

LED spotlight

SR 79/ea

4 BODBYN

drawer front, W60×H40cm

SR 155/ea

2

Enhance the look of your kitchen and get a 

good overview of the things inside the cabi-

nets with dimmable MITTLED LED spotlights.

ikeaproduct:304.353.98
ikeaproduct:402.046.51
ikeaproduct:702.210.60
ikeaproduct:802.210.50
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Approx measurements only.

24
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340
 cm

METOD/New VEDHAMN kitchen 
What’s included in the price, see page 48. 

SR 
27060

Appliances sold separately 
 
For more information or additional services, 
see page 64.

Make room for the good 
things in life
Form a connection with nature from the comfort of your own home. 
This bright haven with VEDHAMN fronts made of solid oak inspires a 
feeling of togetherness and well-being. Neatly arranged cabinets make 
sure there is plenty of room for all the things you want to have easily 
accessible (so that you have time to hang out with the people that  
matter the most).

  METOD kitchen with New VEDHAMN oak doors, 
drawer fronts, glass doors and MAXIMERA soft-
closing drawers SR 27060 METOD cabinet frames 
in white melamine foil. VEDHAMN doors/draw-
er fronts in tinted, clear lacquered solid oak/
oak veneer and glass doors in tempered glass. 
MAXIMERA drawers in powder coated steel and 
melamine foil. Styled with ENERYDA handles and 
knobs in chrome-plated aluminium and SÄLJAN 
white stone effect laminate worktop.

 1 New VEDHAMN glass door SR 710/ea To be  
completed with a knob or a handle. Tinted, clear 
lacquered solid oak and tempered glass. Designer: 
Nike Karlsson. W40×H80cm. Oak 605.010.80

 2 INSJÖN kitchen mixer tap w sensor SR 1799 The 
water temperature when using the sensor is con-
trolled by the position of the handle. Chrome-
plated brass. Designer: Brickstad/Palleschitz/
Petersén. H40cm. Chrome-plated 404.938.73 

  *Read more about the Unified Water Label on 
page 64

Assembly
All of our products are designed 
to be assembled by you, but 
we’re more than happy to help 
put it all together, too.

2

VEDHAMN
glass door, W40×H80cm

SR 710/ea

1

New

ikeaproduct:605.010.80
ikeaproduct:303.419.03
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 1 SNURRAD storage turntable SR 149 Pulls out and revolves 360° giving you a 
good overview and easy access to the things you need. SAN plasticW42×D28, 
H4cm.Transparent 905.061.04

 2 MAXIMERA drawer, medium SR 275/ea The smooth-running drawer is equipped 
with a drawer stop and is self-closing the last few centimetres. Powder coated 
steel and melamine foil. W56.4×D54.2, H14.4cm. White 202.214.49

 3 MAXIMERA drawer, high SR 330/ea The drawer closes slowly, quietly and 
softly thanks to the built-in dampers. Powder coated steel and melamine foil. 
W56.4×D54.2, H21.2cm. White 902.046.39

 4 HÅLLBAR bin with lid SR 35/ea HÅLLBAR bins are designed to meet different 
waste sorting needs. This bin is perfect for sorting tin cans, small packages such 
as hygiene products or to store paper rolls or shopping bags. Polypropylene  
plastic. Designer: Henrik Preutz. W26.3×D21.2, H32.6cm. 10l. Light grey 
803.980.58

Reduce, reuse and recycle

Contribute to a more sustainable lifestyle by making 
sure that you use all the food that you buy – just pull out 
the smooth-running drawers in your cabinet for a full 
display. And don’t forget anything in the back of your 
fridge! The SNURRAD storage turntable pulls out and 
revolves, so that you can see and reach even the  
smallest jar.

A drawer above your waste-sorting bins 
is a practical place for kitchen accessories 
that you want close at hand.

MAXIMERA
drawer, medium

SR 275/ea

2

HÅLLBAR
bin with lid

SR 35/ea

4

1 SNURRAD
storage turntable

SR 149/ea

3

When you're done cooking, you can sort 
different materials in the HÅLLBAR bins – a 
simple action and the first step towards  
giving waste a new life.

ikeaproduct:905.061.04
ikeaproduct:202.214.49
ikeaproduct:902.046.39
ikeaproduct:803.980.58
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A fresh take on food
Introduce some positive triggers for a greener way of living. A planned 

menu for the week – and a perfect overview of the food items in your 

fridge and pantry – help you make sure that nothing goes to waste 

(and that you can stick to your healthy habits, even when things get a 

little hectic). 

 1 IKEA 365+ food container with lid SR 23/ea The 

container is made of glass, which does not absorb 

odours or discolour from tomato sauce, etc, so 

the food container is easy to clean. Heat-resistant 

glass, plastic and silicone rubber. Designer: Sarah 

Fager. L15×W15, H12cm. 1.2l. Square/glass/plastic 

592.691.19

 2 IKEA 365+ food container with lid SR 23/ea The 

food container is made of oven-safe glass and can 

be used as an oven/serving dish. Heat-resistant 

glass, plastic and silicone rubber. Designer: Sarah 

Fager. Ø14, H9cm. 600ml. Round/glass/plastic 

392.690.97

 3 KORKEN jar with lid SR 14.50/ea The aroma-tight 

seal helps food retain its flavour and aroma long-

er. Glass, natural rubber and stainless steel. Ø11, 

H10.5cm. 0.5l. Clear glass 702.135.45

 4 EFTERFRÅGAD food vacuum flask SR 59 The  

insert is made of metal and is therefore resistant 

to impact. Keeps food or soup warm for up to 6 

hours. Stainless steel and plastic. Designer: Anna 

Efverlund. H14cm. 0.5l. 402.883.54

Pack up some tasty leftovers for tomorrow's 

lunch (or share them with a neighbour in 

need).

Green stuff, fresh from the jar! You can easily 

start small-scale farming in your own kitchen 

and grow some of your own veggies.

Think inside the box! Containers are small 

items that can make big changes in your eve-

ryday routines. They are ideal for organising 

your shopping and for storing pre-prepared 

meals.

IKEA 365+

food container with lid

SR 23/ea

2

KORKEN

jar with lid

SR 14.50/ea

3

1

4

ikeaproduct:592.691.19
ikeaproduct:392.690.97
ikeaproduct:702.135.45
ikeaproduct:402.883.54


METOD kitchen fronts

IKEA kitchens have doors and fronts in a wide range of styles and 

finishes, so you are certain to find something that suits your taste and 
budget. Use the table below to see how much each front would cost in 
our basic kitchen. 

What's included in the price? 
The total price includes cabinets, fronts, worktop, interior organisers, 
hinges, cover panels, plinths, drawers, doors, knobs/handles, sink, tap 
and water trap. Lighting and appliances are sold separately. 
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The METOD kitchen 
system has a  
25-year guarantee.

ASKERSUND light ash  

effect SR 105 

W40×H80cm. Melamine 
foil finish.

BODBYN grey SR 185 W40×H80cm. Painted finish.   
BODBYN glass door SR 310 W40×H80cm. Painted  
finish and tempered glass.

BODBYN off-white SR 185 W40×H80cm. Painted finish.  
BODBYN glass door SR 310 W40×H80cm. Painted  
finish and tempered glass.

1 32

ENKÖPING brown walnut effect SR 130 W40×H80cm. 
Foil finish.
ENKÖPING glass door SR 210 W40×H80cm. Foil finish 
and tempered glass.

4

KUNGSBACKA anthracite 

SR 150 W40×H80cm. Foil 
and recycled foil finish.

KALLARP high-gloss 

dark red-brown SR 130 

W40×H80cm. High-gloss 
foil finish.

New KALLARP high-gloss 

light grey-blue SR 130 
W40×H80cm. High-gloss 

foil finish.

65

7

RINGHULT high-gloss 

white SR 150 W40×H80cm. 
High-gloss foil finish.

LERHYTTAN black stained SR 240 W40×H80cm. 
Stained, clear lacquered solid ash/ash veneer.   
LERHYTTAN glass door SR 320 W40×H80cm. Stained, 
clear lacquered solid ash and tempered glass.

SINARP brown SR 235 

W40×H80cm. Stained, 
clear lacquered oak 
veneer.

98 10

Enjoy an authentic, 
warm wood character 
with ENKÖPING 
framed fronts with 
durable foil that will 
stand the test of time.

The high-gloss foil of 

the KALLARP door  
creates a contem-

porary look with a 

splash of colour. It has 
an easy-care finish, 
perfect for the busiest 
room in the house.

BODBYN
off-white

SR 185/ea

KALLARP
high-gloss light  
grey-blue

SR 130/ea

New

KUNGSBACKA
anthracite

SR 150/ea

1. ASKERSUND light ash effect SR 105

2. BODBYN grey SR 185

3. BODBYN off-white SR 185

4. ENKÖPING brown walnut effect SR 130

5. KALLARP high-gloss dark red-brown SR 130

6. KALLARP high-gloss light grey-blue SR 130

7. KUNGSBACKA anthracite SR 150

8. LERHYTTAN black stained SR 140

9. RINGHULT high-gloss white SR 150

10. SINARP brown SR 235

11. STENSUND beige SR 200

12. VEDDINGE white SR 130

13. VEDHAMN oak SR 510

14. VOXTORP dark grey SR 145

15. VOXTORP matt white SR 145

Relax in a sleek 

RINGHULT kitchen 
with glossy doors that 

are resistant to stain-

ing and easy to clean.
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JUTIS glass door SR 210 
W40×H80cm. Smoked 
tempered glass and 
aluminium.

JÄRSTA high-gloss 
light turquoise SR 185 
W40×H80cm. High-gloss 
foil finish.

JUTIS glass door SR 210 
W40×H80cm. Frosted 
tempered glass and 
aluminium.

VOXTORP dark grey 
SR 145 W40×H80cm. Foil 
finish.

VÅRSTA stainless steel 
SR 65 W40×H20cm. Stain-
less steel and  
melamine foil.

VOXTORP matt white 
SR 145 W40×H80cm. Foil 
finish.

VEDDINGE white SR 130 
W40×H80cm. Painted 
finish.

New VEDHAMN oak SR 510 W40×H80cm. Tinted, clear 
lacquered solid oak/oak veneer. 
New VEDHAMN glass door SR 710 W40×H80cm. Tinted, 
clear lacquered solid oak and tempered glass.

STENSUND beige SR 200 W40×H80cm. Painted finish.  
STENSUND glass door SR 230 W40×H80cm. Painted 
finish and tempered glass.

12

13

14

11

15

The solid oak frame 
VEDHAMN door is 
unique, where the 
varying grain patterns 
and shifts in colour 
highlight the natural 
charm of wood.

Go pro. Made of  
durable, stainless 
steel, the VÅRSTA 
fronts bring an  
industrial, restaurant-
like feel to your kitch-
en and will inspire the 
semi-professional chef 
within you.

JÄRSTA

high-gloss light  
turquoise

SR 185/ea

VEDHAMN

glass door

SR 710/ea

13

New

VOXTORP

matt white

SR 145/ea

15

HASSLARP brown 
patterned SR 395 
W40×H80cm. Clear  
lacquered poplar veneer.

FRÖJERED light bamboo 
SR 90 W40×H20cm. Clear 
lacquered bamboo.  

Accent doors and drawer fronts

To create a more interesting look, you can use more than one colour or door 
style. Add one or more doors in a strong hue, or glass doors, to personalise your 
new kitchen or give a new lease of life to your old one.

With its herringbone 
patterned wood 
veneer, the HASSLARP 
door makes your 
space feel truly 
unique.

HASSLARP

brown patterned

SR 395/ea



Creativity meets 
simplicity
Whatever shape your home takes, ENHET will fit right in. Just pick one of 
many affordable kitchen combinations online (our Kitchen configurator 
will help you customise it) and you will have a practical kitchen ready in 
next to no time. Convenience at its best!

 1 SKATTÅN container SR 7 Turns space under open ENHET frames into practical 
storage space where you have everything close at hand. May be completed with 
ENHET hooks, 2-pack.Polypropylene plastic. Designer: E Lilja Löwenhielm. Ø12, 

H34cm. 304.657.57
 2 KNAGGLIG box SR 85 Easy to pull out and lift as the box has handles. Untreated 

solid pine. Pine  702.923.59
 3 SKYDRAG LED wrktp/ward lighting strip w sensor SR 59 Dimmable with TRÅDFRI 

wireless dimmer, sold separately. Aluminium and plastic. L40cm. Dimmable/
white 604.753.64  

 4 SÖDÅKRA pendant lamp SR 275 Each pendant lamp is unique since it’s made of 
the natural material birch. Clear lacquered birch veneer and powder coated steel. 
Designer: Monika Mulder. Ø45cm. Birch 404.539.71

 5 ENHET kitchen SR 3119 Appliances and lighting products are sold separately. Foil 
fiish and powder coated steel. White 994.108.09

 6 MATÄLSKARE forced air oven SR 1699 Energy efficiency class: A (from D to A+++). 
Stainless steel colour  204.430.73 

52 ENHET ENHET 53

The SKYDRAG/TRÅDFRI LED lighting set is 
specially designed for your ENHET kitchen 
– complete, smart and easy to install.

The ENHET kitchen and kitchen mixer 
taps have a 10-year guarantee.

1 SKATTÅN
container

SR 7/ea

4 SÖDÅKRA
pendant lamp

SR 275/ea

6 MATÄLSKARE
forced air oven

SR 1699/ea

3

2 KNAGGLIG
box

SR 85/ea

ENHET
kitchen

SR 3119
5

ikeaproduct:304.657.57
ikeaproduct:702.923.59
ikeaproduct:504.395.88
ikeaproduct:404.539.71
ikeaproduct:403.687.65
ikeaproduct:293.374.07


54 ENHET ENHET 55

Set the style

Display your favourite things and use the cabinets to keep the rest of 

your stuff out of sight. A swivel shelf in an open wall frame puts every-

day essentials within easy reach and is perfect for smaller bottles and 
jars.

 1 ENHET kitchen island shelf unit SR 1115 Make 

the look your own! Swap the colour of the open 
frames and the expression of the worktop to  
create a modern, classic, minimalist or  
colourful solution that suits your style perfectly.  
Powder coated steel. W123×D63.5, H91cm. 
Particleboard, Laminate, White 693.315.16

 2 ENHET hook SR 4 /2 pack. Perfect for everything 

from utensils and towels in the kitchen to  
necklaces and bathrobes in the bathroom. Powder 
coated steel. Designer: E Lilja Löwenhielm. L5cm. 
White 004.657.54

 3 ENHET swivel shelf SR 55  You can find and reach 

the things you need by turning the shelf. Fits all 

open frames in the ENHET series. Powder coated 
steel. Designer: E Lilja Löwenhielm. Ø21, H40cm. 
Anthracite 204.657.34

 4 ENHET hanging shelf insert SR 49  
10 year guarantee. Read about the terms in the 
guarantee brochure. Fits 30 cm deep wall and high 
frames in the ENHET series. Powder coated steel.  
Designer: E Lilja Löwenhielm. W26×D28, H15cm. 
Anthracite 704.657.55

Approx measurements only.

200 cm

ENHET kitchen 

What’s included in the price. 
The total price includes, cabinets, open frames, 
doors/drawer fronts, worktop, legs, knobs/han-

dles, sink, tap and water trap.
The price also includes ENHET and SKATTÅN  
accessories. 
Lighting and appliances are sold separately.

SR 
5400

Appliances sold separately 

 

For more information or additional services, 
see page 64.

123 cm

A kitchen island offers extra storage and 
is also the ideal spot for preparing meals 
or hanging out with your friends.

ENHET
swivel shelf

SR 55/ea

3

ENHET
kitchen island shelf unit

SR 1115/ea

1

4 ENHET
hanging shelf insert

SR 49/ea

2

ikeaproduct:693.315.16
ikeaproduct:004.657.54
ikeaproduct:204.657.34
ikeaproduct:704.657.55


Make the most of  
your space
After you have chosen your ENHET kitchen, you just add appliances 
and lighting. Then it’s time to enjoy all the included features in the 
combination that you’ve picked. This kitchen has hanging shelf inserts, 
which help you divide the open frames, and an extra drawer for your 
baking sheets. Organisers like cutlery trays and trolleys can easily be 
added to optimise your storage.

 1 RYTMISK wall mounted extractor hood  
SR 699 Extraction rate in exhausting mode: 400 
m³/h. Noise level at max. exhaust speed: 66 dB (A). 
Motor power 110W. W59.8×D47.1cm.   
Stainless steel 404.432.13

 2 ENHET kitchen SR 2753 Appliances and lighting 
products are sold separately. Foil finish, pow-
der coated steel and high-pressure melamine 
laminate. W163×D63.5, H222cm White/oak effect 
694.107.78

 3 STÖDJA cutlery tray SR 12 Easy to remove for 
cleaning. Polypropylene plastic W31×D50, H4.5cm 
White 501.772.23

 4 HEMMABAK roasting tin SR 49 The steel distrib-
utes the heat evenly, which gives your food a nice 
golden-brown surface. Oven-safe up to 230 C°/446 
F°. Steel with non-stick coating. L36×W27cm. 
L36×W27cm.Grey 104.566.93

STÖDJA
cutlery tray

SR 12/ea

3

4 HEMMABAK
roasting tin

SR 49/ea

1 RYTMISK
wall mounted extractor hood

SR 699/ea

Approx measurements only.

160 cm

ENHET kitchen 
What’s included in the price. 
The total price includes, cabinets, open frames, 
doors/drawer fronts, worktop, legs,  
knobs/handles, sink, tap and water trap.
The price also includes ENHET and SKATTÅN  
accessories. 
Lighting and appliances are sold separately.

SR  
2753

Appliances sold separately 
 
For more information or additional services, 
see page 64.

56 ENHET ENHET 57

Explore your options online with 
the Kitchen configurator for 

ENHET – check it out at  
IKEA.sa.

ENHET
kitchen

SR 2753
2

ikeaproduct:803.889.69
ikeaproduct:501.772.23
ikeaproduct:104.566.93
ikeaproduct:493.374.25


Just right
If you like to take life as it comes, we have the solution for you – plan 

and buy your kitchen in a jiffy using our KNOXHULT cabinets. Combine 

them to fit your storage needs, add knobs or handles to suit the rest of 

your interior, and finish the whole thing off with appliances and interior 

organisers.

 1 HÅVERUD table with storage ladder SR 575 Add hooks, hanging storage and con-

tainers on the storage ladder to store the things you need close by. Melamine 

foil and powder coated steel. Steel, Epoxy/polyester powder coatingW105×D66, 

H192cm. Black 405.042.54

 2 VARIERA shelf insert SR 35/ea You can connect two or more VARIERA shelf inserts 

together using the included screws. Steel. W32×D28, H16cm. White 601.366.23

 3 SUNNERSTA kitchen organiser set SR 102 Easy assembly, no need to drill. ABS 

plastic and powder coated steel. Steel, Powder coatingDesigner: Henrik Preutz. 

W45.7×H45–65cm. 193.384.26

 4 KNOXHULT corner kitchen SR 3034 Included: Sink, sink strainer with stop-

per, mixer tap, cabinets, drawers, doors, worktop, legs, plinths, shelves, hinges 

and fittings. Particleboard, low-pressure laminate and plastic. W285/122×D61, 

H220cm. White 594.782.69

 5 NISSAFORS trolley SR 115 The sturdy construction and four castors make it easy 

for you to move the trolley and use it wherever you like. It even fits in tight spac-

es because of its small size. Powder coated steel. Designer: Ebba Strandmark. 

L50.5×W30, H83cm. White 404.657.33

58 KNOXHULT KNOXHULT 59

SUNNERSTA
kitchen organiser set

SR 102/ea

3

1 HÅVERUD
table with storage ladder

SR 575/ea

2

KNOXHULT
corner kitchen

SR 3034/ea

4

NISSAFORS
trolley

SR 115/ea

5

ikeaproduct:405.042.54
ikeaproduct:601.366.23
ikeaproduct:193.384.26
ikeaproduct:404.657.33
ikeaproduct:094.779.79


60 KNOXHULT KNOXHULT 61

MATMÄSSIG

induction hob

SR 1349/ea

3

1 MATÄLSKARE

wall mounted extractor hood

SR 1299/ea

2

A corner solution makes good use of 
your available space.

Delivery
Whether you're shopping in 
store or online, and no matter 
how big the purchase, we'll do 
the heavy lifting and bring it to 
your preferred location.

KNOXHULT kitchen 
What’s included in the price. 
Two wall cabinets with doors, one base cabinet 
with doors/drawers, one corner base cabinet, one 
base cabinet with drawers, FYNDIG sink, GLYPEN 
tap  and HACKÅS handles/knobs.

SR 
3034

Appliances sold separately 
 
For more information or additional services, 
see page 64.

 1 MATÄLSKARE wall mounted extractor hood  
SR 1299 Energy efficiency class: A (from D to A+++). 
Wall-mounted extractor hood with 4 speeds. Noise 
level at max. exhaust speed: 65 dB (A). Motor pow-
er 210W. W59.8×D45.8cm.Stainless steel colour 
604.432.07 

 2 SUNNERSTA rail with 4 hooks and 2 containers 
SR 25 Powder coated steel and plastic. Designer: 
Henrik Preutz. L60×D13, H14cm. White 404.545.60

 3 MATMÄSSIG induction hob SR 1349 Hob with 
induction cooking zones: Right front: 14.5 cm – 
1400W. Left front: 21 cm – 2300W, booster 3200W. 
Left rear: 18 cm – 1800W. Right rear: 18 cm - 1800W, 
booster 2500W. W59.0×D52.0cm. Black 504.672.51

ikeaproduct:104.670.93
ikeaproduct:404.545.60
ikeaproduct:903.688.00


62 SUNNERSTA SUNNERSTA 63

Less is more
For all aspiring home chefs with limited space and budget: SUNNERSTA 
is a mini-kitchen that you can have up and running in a very short 
period of time. And if you move, you can easily disassemble it and take 
it with you. 

 1 TILLREDA portable induction hob SR 259 Perfect 
for the smaller kitchen or wherever you need an 
extra cooking zone. 1x2000W induction zone. 
Designer: Johan Frössén. W27×D30.5cm. 1 zone/
white 204.935.05

 2 SUNNERSTA mini-kitchen SR 969 The shelf is re-
versible, so you can choose if you want it to the 
right or left. 5 hooks included. Stainless steel 
and powder coated steel. W112×D56, H139cm. 
494.193.84

 3 HÅLLBAR bin with lid SR 35/ea HÅLLBAR bins are 
designed to meet different waste sorting needs. 
This bin is perfect for sorting tin cans, small pack-
ages such as hygiene products or to store paper 
rolls or shopping bags.    Polypropylene plastic. 
Designer: Henrik Preutz. W26.3×D21.2, H32.6cm. 
10l. Light grey 803.980.58

 4 HÅLLBAR bin with lid SR 69/ea HÅLLBAR bins are 
designed to meet different waste sorting needs. 
This bin is perfect for sorting things like card-
board, plastic, paper, bottles, glass, tin cans, enve-
lopes and advertising mail. Polypropylene plastic. 
Designer: Henrik Preutz. W26.3×D38.6, H32.6cm. 
22l. Light grey 204.202.03

Allowing for energy-
efficient cooking, the 

TILLREDA induction hob 
is the perfect addition 
to your kitchen. When 
you're done, you can 
simply stow it away to 
free up some space.

HÅLLBAR

bin with lid, 22l

SR 69/ea

4

2 SUNNERSTA

mini-kitchen

SR 969/ea

1

3

ikeaproduct:104.867.94
ikeaproduct:803.980.58
ikeaproduct:204.202.03
ikeaproduct:691.396.84


Guarantees 
IKEA kitchens are made to stand up to the rough and tumble of every-
day life in your home. Day in, day out, year after year. In fact, we're so 
confident of the quality of your products that we offer generous guar-
antees on our kitchens, worktops, appliances and taps – all for free. 

Product guarantee  
METOD kitchen system
25-year guarantee

What products are covered under this 

guarantee?

This guarantee applies to domestic kitchen use 
only and covers defects in materials and work-
manship. This guarantee covers all of the follow-
ing parts of the METOD kitchen system: • Cabinets 
(except for TORNVIKEN and VADHOLMA)  • Fronts 
• UTRUSTA hinges • MAXIMERA fully extending 
drawers • UTRUSTA shelves • Plinths • Legs • Cover 
panels • Deco strips/mouldings • Worktops • Wall 
panels • Sinks except FYNDIG • EXCEPTIONELL 
fully-extending push-to-open drawers.

Products not covered under this guarantee:

• FÖRVARA drawers, UTRUSTA wire baskets, 
TORNVIKEN, TUTEMO and VADHOLMA have a 10-
year guarantee. UTRUSTA push opener, electrical 
has a 5-year guarantee. 

Products not covered under 25-, 10- or 5-years 

guarantee:

Knobs, handles, KNOXHULT kitchen, SUNNERSTA 
kitchen and FYNDIG sink.

ENHET kitchen 
10-year guarantee

What products are covered under this 

guarantee?

This guarantee applies to domestic kitchen use 
only and covers defects in materials and work-
manship. This guarantee covers all the following 
parts of ENHET kitchen system: • Cabinets • Open 
frames • Fronts • Hinges • Drawers • Shelves • Legs 
• Accessories (Swivel shelf, hanging shelf insert, 
rail for hooks and hooks.)

Appliances 
5-year guarantee

What is covered under this guarantee?

The guarantee covers faults of the appliance, 
which have been caused by faulty construction 
or material faults from the date of purchase from 
IKEA. This guarantee applies to domestic use only. 
The exceptions are specified under the headline 

“What is not covered under this guarantee?” 
Within the guarantee period, the cost to remedy 
the fault, e.g., repairs, parts, labour and travel, will 
be covered, provided that the appliance is acces-
sible for repair without special expenditure. On 
these conditions the EU guidelines (Nr. 99/44/EG) 
and the respective local regulations are applica-
ble. Replaced parts become the property of IKEA.

How long is the guarantee valid?

This guarantee is valid for five (5) years from the 

original date of purchase of the IKEA appliance 
from IKEA. TILLREDA and LAGAN appliances have 
a two-year (2) guarantee valid from the original 
date of purchase. If service work is carried out 
during the guarantee period, this will not extend 
the guarantee period for the appliance, or the 
new parts.

 

 

Which appliances are covered under this 

guarantee?

The five-year (5) guarantee is valid for all IKEA 

appliances, except for TILLREDA and LAGAN appli-
ances, which have a 2-year guarantee. 
 

Who will execute the service?

The IKEA service provider will provide the service 
through its own service operations or authorised 
service partner network.

What is not covered under this guarantee?

Normal wear and tear • Deliberate or negligent 
damage, damage caused by failure to observe 
operating instructions, incorrect installation or by 
connection to the wrong voltage, damage caused 
by chemical or electro-chemical reaction, rust, cor-
rosion or water damage including but not limited 
to damage caused by excessive lime in the water 
supply, damage caused by abnormal environmen-
tal conditions • Consumable parts including bat-
teries and lamps • Non-functional and decorative 
parts which do not affect normal use of the appli-
ance, including any scratches and possible colour 
differences • Accidental damage caused by foreign 

objects or substances and cleaning or unblock-
ing of filters, drainage systems or soap drawers 

• Damage to the following parts: ceramic glass, 
accessories, crockery and cutlery baskets, feed 
and drainage pipes, seals, lamps and lamp covers, 
screens, knobs, casings and parts of casings. 
Unless such damage can be proved to be due to 
production faults • Cases where no fault could be 
found during a technician's visit • Repairs not car-
ried out by our appointed service providers and/
or an authorised service contractual partner or 
where non-original parts have been used • Repairs 
caused by installation which is faulty or not ac-
cording to specification • The use of the appliance 

in a non-domestic environment, i.e., professional 
use • Transportation damages. If a customer 
transports the product to their home or other ad-
dress, IKEA is not liable for any damage that may 
occur during transport. However, in case of IKEA 
delivery of the product to the customer's delivery 
address, then eventual damages to the product 
that occurs during this delivery will be covered by 
IKEA (but not under this guarantee). For claims 
under this last particular condition, the customer 
should contact IKEA Customer Service at IKEA.sa • 
Cost for carrying out the initial installation of the 
IKEA appliance. These restrictions do not apply to 
fault-free work carried out by a qualified specialist 

using our original parts in order to adapt the 
appliance to the technical safety specifications of 

another EU country.

Kitchen mixer taps
10-year guarantee

What is covered under this guarantee?

The 10-year guarantee is valid for all kitchen mixer 
taps at IKEA. This guarantee covers defects in ma-
terials and workmanship. This guarantee applies 
to domestic use only. 

Which kitchen mixer taps are not covered 

under this guarantee?

The KALLSJÖN pillar tap has a 2-year guarantee, 
valid from the date of purchase.

What is not covered under this guarantee?

This guarantee does not apply if the products 
have been used in a corrosive environment.

General information
What is guaranteed?

The extent of the guarantee given for each prod-
uct is described alongside each product.

Duration of guarantee

Each guarantee lasts for the number of years 
stated against each product starting from the 
date of purchase.

What will IKEA do to correct the problem?

IKEA will examine the product and decide if it’s 
covered under this guarantee. IKEA will then, at 
its choice, either repair the defective product or 
replace it with the same or a comparable product. 
In these cases, IKEA will be responsible for the 
cost of repairs, spare parts, labour, and travel 
for repair staff that IKEA incurs, provided that 

the product is accessible for repair without IKEA 
incurring additional expenditure to gain access. 
This will not apply in cases where repair work has 
not been authorised by IKEA. Any defective parts 
removed in the course of repair work will become 
the property of IKEA. If the item is no longer sold 
by IKEA, IKEA will provide an appropriate replace-
ment. IKEA will decide at its discretion, what will 
constitute a replacement.

Conditions for the guarantees

The guarantees are valid from the date of 
purchase at IKEA or date of delivery if later. The 
original purchase receipt is required as proof of 

purchase.

Exclusions

The guarantees do not apply to products that 
have been stored or assembled incorrectly, used 
inappropriately, abused, misused, altered, or 
cleaned with wrong cleaning methods or wrong 
cleaning products. The guarantees do not cover 
normal wear and tear, cuts or scratches, or 
damage caused by impacts or accidents. The 
guarantees do not apply if products have been 
placed outdoors or in a humid environment or if 
the products have been used for non-domestic 
purposes (unless otherwise stated). The guar-
antees do not cover consequential or incidental 

damages.

Care instructions

To be able to rely on this guarantee you need 
to follow the specific care instructions for every 

product. You can find all care instructions at the 

IKEA stores and on the IKEA website: IKEA.sa.

General legal rights

This guarantee gives you specific legal rights. It 

does not, in any way, affect the rights given to 

you by law. Items excluded from the IKEA free 
extended guarantees will still be covered by 
the rights given to you by law. You can obtain 
information about your legal rights from your 
local Trading Standards offices or Citizens Advice 

Bureaux.

How to reach us if you need service:

Contact your local IKEA store. You can find the 

address and phone number at IKEA.sa. Save your 
sales receipt as proof of purchase. Proof of pur-
chase is required for the guarantees to be valid. 

To find out more, pick up the guarantee booklets 

at your local store.

In our test labs we open and close METOD 
kitchen drawers 200,000 times to make sure 
they can handle everyday kitchen life for at 
least 25 years – guaranteed.

64 Guarantees Guarantees 65

The ENHET kitchen and kitchen mixer taps 

have a 10-year guarantee.

Appliances have a 5-year

guarantee.

The METOD kitchen system

has a 25-year guarantee.



Kitchen planning

Even on big projects, the little things matter. 

Discuss your ideas with our team of design pro-

fessionals and we'll help nail them down in detail.

Measuring

If you prefer, we carefully measure the space and 

check everything, from the placement of win-

dows, doors and power sockets, to the material 

and condition of the walls.

Click and collect

Save time on your next shopping trip. Submit 

your order online, and we'll have it ready to pick 

up when you arrive.

Return policy

It's OK to change your mind. You've got 365 days 

to return any product in new and unused condi-

tion, even if it's been assembled, for a full refund.

Installation

Need a little help, or a lot? We offer a range of 

installation options, so just choose the service 

level you need and we'll come and get things up 

and running.

Payment options

We accept many payment methods, including 

cards and cash. And if you need a little longer to 

settle your bill, we can help you spread the cost.

Delivery

Whether you are shopping in store or online, 

and no matter how big the purchase, we'll do 

the heavy lifting and bring it to your preferred 

location.

Assembly

All of our products are designed to be assembled 

by you, but we're more than happy to help put it 

all together, too. 

You can do it yourself, 
but you don’t have to...
We have a wide range of services to choose from, so you can decide 

how much you want to do yourself and how much you want us to do 

for you. Find below the different services that we can offer to help and 

support you.

66 Services

Read more about IKEA services 
at IKEA.sa

Follow your own recipe
Joyous dinner parties with lots of friends or a quiet corner for a 

relaxing cup of hot brew? Free up time for the things that matter in 

your life. With an organised and pleasant-looking kitchen, you can 

streamline everyday routines to suit your way of living.

Your wishes and dreams, your available space and what style and 

DPMPVS�ZPV�MJLF�❞�NBOZ�UIJOHT�BኗFDU�ZPVS�DIPJDF��-VDLZ�UIFO�UIBU�

there is such a wide range to choose from and a solution for every 

taste and price tag. And if you need help to get started or move 

GPSXBSE�ZPV�DBO�CFOFኘU�GSPN�B�SBOHF�PG�QSBDUJDBM�TFSWJDFT�

Feeling inspired?

Check out IKEA.sa 

for more ideas!
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Kitchens

Availability of some featured products may vary.

Please check IKEA.sa for more details.

For opening hours and directions to your 
nearest IKEA store, visit our website at  
IKEA.sa

UPPDATERA
cutlery tray 
See more info on page 14.

SR 32/ea

ikeaproduct:104.600.20

